VENTURES ENDURANCE

Trusted Staffing Built for Events

Endurance and event production company Ventures Endurance hosts road races, obstacle courses, cycling, and virtual races nationwide. Their portfolio of events provides a variety of unique experiences for individuals of all fitness levels. Ventures Endurance powers their on-demand, on-site staffing with Jobble’s all-in-one staffing platform that helps businesses connect with the workers they need.

Case Study

Jobble has helped fill our outstanding temporary staffing requests and last minute hiring needs to ensure that our events are safely produced and managed on-site. Jobble removed the guesswork of temporary staff showing up on the day of an event, and took the time to make sure they understood our staffing needs and guided us to the best solution.

Savannah S. (Ventures Endurance)

Challenges

 Scalability: Needed an immediately scalable staffing solution to accommodate 115+ events annually in different locations of varying size and venues.

 Last-Minute Hiring: Needed to accommodate temporary staffing needs, often with 48-hour turnaround for last-minute staff support.

 Reliability: Needed a reliable staffing platform to source and confirm temporary workers, ensuring workers arrived promptly on the day of the event.

Solution

Jobble

Jobble’s all-in-one staffing platform.

Outcomes

Nationwide Success: Leveraged Jobble’s staffing platform to source hires nationwide for all Ventures Endurance events, using the Rugged Maniac mud run as their pilot event.

Increased Flexibility: Relied on Jobble’s all-in-one staffing platform to source and hire on-demand temporary workers fast – achieving a 48-hour turnaround on shifts filled with last-minute event support.

Better Productivity: Achieved a clear and consistent line of communication with the Jobble Customer Success team, making it easy to communicate issues effectively the day of an event and ensure safety.